Name: __________________________  Age: ______
Horse name: ____________________________________
Club: _________________________________________
Year in 4-H Horse and Pony Project: _____ Year: 2017
Leader’s signature: ______________________________
1. What does a red ribbon in a horse's tail mean?

2. What are the signs of colic? What do you do?

3. Name and describe 3 internal parasites:

4. Name and describe 3 external parasites:

5. How do you measure your horse's height?
6. How do you know if your halter fits properly for showmanship?

7. How much space should there be between your horse and the horse in front of you? What can you do to keep that distance?

8. How much distance should there be between your horse and a horse that you are passing? What should you do when passing another horse?

9. What does it mean to have your horses teeth floated?
10. How do you know if your horse’s teeth need to be floated? ______

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

Read the definition and find the correct terms:

1. Difficult breathing, lung damage. ______________

2. Puffy swelling which appears on upper part of hock and in front of the large tendon. _____________________________

Tack and Riding

1. The part of the hackamore that fits over and around the nose. ____________________________

2. Art of riding the horse and of understanding its needs. ________________

3. The distance from imprint to imprint by a horse’s foot when completing one step. ________

Health

A “Normal” Horse

Temperature: _______ Pulse Rate: _______ Respiration: _______

Using the diagram of the horse on the next page, identify each of the following parts of a horse.

Poll, back, loins, withers, chest, ergot, gaskin, cannon